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PREFACE. -

This Note prozides an overview of seleft research performed.under a

project spcinsored by the National Institute of Education entitled

PEducation, Delinquency Prevention, and'the Search fdr,Yodbh Po,licy: An

Historical Inquiry." This Note indicates the scbpe and niture of the

research, hi011ights particularly interesting unexpected findings,

and relates each inquiry to the broader theMes.of the,profect.

ANe assistance in completing archival research oR this project was'
/-

provided by Hamilton Craven", Michael Se4lak, Geraldine Clifford, Lynn

Gordon; William Reese, J. Rounds, Stephanie Wallach, and Michael
A'

Meranze.
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SUMMARY

5.

Ais Note is divided into two discrete essays that form part of a

larger study on the historical antecedents of modern-day ideas,

practices, arid policies in the field of delinquency prevention.

-The first essay examines the w'ritings of'seven of the most

prominent commentators on juvenile delinquency in the early 20th century

,vand links their-ideas to broader currents in American social,thought.

These individuals are Henry Goddard, Willism Healy, Lewis Terman, Ben

Lindsey, Thomas Eliot, Miriam Van Waters, and Frederic Thrasher. The

discussion focuses.especially on the new approaches to social control

that these writers-developed in order to revitalize "community" as a

vipible, personal, authoritative moral presence in the eyes of urban

youth:

lb
The second tsay examines the emergehce of state policies for

delinquelcy prevention in early 20th century California and, mo're

selectively, in Ohio. It focuses in particular on the development of /

new rehabilitative programs for delinquents in juvenile reformatories
4,

g,

and the
k
cAation of'new methods to advance scientific knowledge on the

causes and treatment of juvenile crime. 'The analy4shighlights. the
, v ,

Y411.:

remarkable faith in science which iptivated state policy initiàtjs in

delinquency prevention,zad th4cyriad difficulties that frustrated

governmental efforts to trans ate scientific knowledge into social

policy,and concrete programs.

5
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A

I. DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AND AMERICAN SOCIAL THOUGHT

This section synthesizes the main findings of a collective

biographical survey of key writers in the field of delinguency

prevention between approximately 1900 and 1930. During this-time

period, belief in the possibility of delinquency prevention grew as

.never before among scholars, government officialsT and lay civic

4

reformers and substantially influenced responses to children's

antisocial and illegal behavior by'schools; courts, police,'and mental

health facilities. To investigate the origins.and content Of this new

set of beliefs, we selected seven authord whose work, we felt, embodied

the most signfficant strands of thought in the field. Of these

individuals--Henry Goddard, William Healy, Lewis Terman, Ben Lindsey,

Thomas eliot, Miriam Van Waters, and Frederic Thrasher-,:some are very

well remembered, while otheis have been wholly focgatten. For none of

them (save, perhaps, Lindsey) was there a scholarly biography which, in

our judgmeht, adequately portrayed the individual's ideat and career,

particularly in the area of delinquency prevention.Our objective

consequently was to pursue original inquiry on each individual, with the

intention of publishing separate scholarly articles as'the originality

of findings warranted.1

To guide our inquiries, we initially advanced a rather grand,
"411.

tentative hypothesis regarding the significance of ideas on delinquency
a

'1 Our success in gaining access to new data varied. We could not
predict that data would be most plentiful on individuals who seemed
clearly the most historically important. Thus, we were disappointed in
our search for new data in Chicago anaToston concerning Williaw Healy,
but happily surprised at locating rich veins of archival data on Henry
Goddard in Ohio and on Frederic Thrasher in New YorIP.

7
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prevention in the history pf American social thought and social policy.

The hypothe'sis derived from. interest 'expressed by the National Institute

of Education in the or'igins and ambivalence of modern-day youth policy.2

We suggested that the most systematic and sustained efforts to

articulate youth policy in our history were largely derivalive from

early 20th century innovations in the theory and practice of delinquency

preOntion. Delinquency prevention programs, we further suggested,

highlighted an unresolved tension in public policy toward youth, namely,

.the uncertainty of whether to concentrate policy on the shared

characteristics of youth or on the apparent differences among them.

ANsill--research proceeded, we began to feel that this focus was not

entirely appropriate--not anachronistic, but insufficiently rooted in

the historical data to warrant imposing contemporary meanings ("youth

policy") upon them. "The field of delinquency prevention, we came to

believe, had made its chief contribution to social thought by providing

interesting'new perspectives on the meaning of community in modern urban

America. Thus our thematic focus shifted from delinquency prevention-as

d4

precedent for
Ityouth policy to delinquency prevention as

Ifsearch for

community."3

-
2 Non-FWeral Determinants of Youth Policy, National Institute of

Education, RFP No. NIE-R-79-0024, JUly 10, 1979.
3 Many historical works influenced our decision to focus on this

theme, especially Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America,

1820-1920, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978; and Thomas
Bender, Community and Social Change in America, New Brunswick, N.J.:
Rutgers University Press, 1978. Scholars often assume that a search for

.
community is a prerogative of disaffected intellectuals, utopians, and

aristocratic elites out of tune with their times--the Thoreaus,
Bellamys, Olmsteds, Jameses, Burnhams, Mum(ords, and Goodmans. As

manifested in delinquency prevention, however, the search for community

was no abstract mind-game buta daily reconnaissance mission run by
social control agents to ferret out nonconforming behavior in homes,

schools, and city streets.
\

_t.
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Accordingly, we increasingly interpreted delinuency prevention in

the,context of America's Maturation astan urban-industrial nation in the

early 20th century. .Throughout most of the 19th century, Wmerican

cities had embodied unrefined capitalist values; growth and expansion

were their own imperatives, regardless of attendant human costs--Our

cities "just growed." Voices of protest were certainly not absent

beforehand, but only in the early 20th century did they become

politically powerful and coalesce into a variety of reform Movements

seeking basic.changes in the fabric of- urban life. Urban growth and

a4kpansion fc4. their own sake, or, rather, solely for the benefit of

individual entrepreneurs would no longer be tolerated, the pioponents of

reform confidently asserted. Social control would now regulate city

development to better serve human needs.

In this context, we suggest that innovative approaches toe

delinquency prevention in the earlyi2Oth century shoulcrbe viewed

part of a broader protest against socially disintegrative, dehumanizing

forces which unchecked urban-industrial development had set in motion.

To those who sponsored prevention programs, juvenile delinquency became

a potent symbol not merely of urban disorder, but of wholesale collapse

in the structures and sentiments by which communities traditionally

.
defined normative behavior and socialized the young. Spiraling rates of

5
juvenile crime, in their view, reflected the disintegration of

community; and without community, they felt certain, vast stretches of

urban territory would rapidly become uninhabitable, impersonal moral

jungles. Fear of crime became a springboard in the early 20th century

for the invention of new approaches to social control designed to

9



revitalize community as a visible, peronal, authoritative moral

preserice in the eyes of urban youth.4

Did Our. collective biographical inquiry confirm the basic thrust of

our reformulated hypothesis? The fairest answer, we believe, is both

yes and.no, as the fdlloWing summary ahalysis shows.

Henry Goddard

Our comprehensive analysis of Henry Goddard led to some unexpected

. -

results, to say the least. We chose Goddard as the most famous exponent

of popular eugenicist views on social reform generally and delinquency

prevention in particular in the first two decades of the 20th century.

His best-known work, The KallYkak Family (1912), has long represented

for historians the apotheosis of popular scientific opinion about the

potential of society to perfect itself via planned human breeding.s

Nothing we have learned from additiolTal research about Goddard's early

career at Vineland (New Jersey) Training School has altered this view:

He believed faithfully, as a result of his own research and that.of his

'good friend Charles Davenport, in biological causation as the principal

explanation for delinquency, and he recommended permanent

institutionalizatiOn and/or sterilization of alleged "feeble-minded"

individualssas the key to eradicating future crime.

Historians, however, have not examined the evolution of Goddard's

ideas.on delinquency prevention as a function of his changing career

pattern. Goddard left Vineland in 1918 to direct the Ohio.Bureau of

Juvenile Research, where he came into frequent contact with large *

4 Sociologists will easily recognize the Durkheimian,roots of these
formulations.

s The standard work remains Mark Haller, Eugenics, New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers Onii,ersity Press, 1964. ,

-
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numbers of delinquents tglio clearly 'were not feeble-minded. Moreover, he

'became seriously disillusioned with the accuracy of mental tegts as"

predictors o)1 delihquency: He no 'longer believed that low mental
4

ability necessarily translated into ant4ocial behayior, or even that

mental testa adequately measured intelligence. Gradually Goddard

shifted his concern away from inherited defective mental ability as the

, -
principal cause of delinquency to psychopathologyof indeterminate jr

cause--as the principal explanation of juvenire crime. The more he

,studied psychopathology, furthemore, the more he became convinced of

its environmental causes, until his work'became not dissimilay from that

of his old axchrival, William Healy. Goddard, in short, traveled a

remarkable "intellectual.road from eugenicist to clinical psychologist.

Our research has led to a revisionist portrait of Henry Goddard that

also sheds nOw light on the evolution of the eugenics movement after

World War I and its diminislang impact on.public attitudes toward

delinquency prevention.

Did Goddardiview delinquency prevention as central to a broader

"search for community" in modarn urban America? Clearly not, at least

in the current sense of the term. Goddard's focus as a scientist was on

the individual, not on urban social pjoblems. In his own way,,though,

Goddard was very much,concerned w kh the fate of communitythe human

.community, whose long-range "efficiency" he considered largely in the

hands of social and behavioral scientist5. After his decision that

psydhopathology was more responsible for delinquency than inferior

genes, Qoddard viewed delinquency prevention main* as the filtering

out, isolation, and 'dire of seriously abnormal individuals. DelinqUency

prevention signified to Goddard less a arch for community" than a

11
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purification of the human .race o-f its alien,

elements.

Lewis Terman
. I

and substandard

Lewis.Terman is best known for his invention of the I.Q. score, his

studies 6f gifted chiddren,.. and his conflicts with Walter Lippmann on

,

nature versus nurture." What has gone almost entirely unrecognized,I I

however, i Terman's strong early interest in the causes and prevention
-

of juvenile delinquency, and his key role as mentor to those trying to

trangform California juvenile reformatories and public schools into more

effective crime prevention agencies. Before we examined Terman's

private papers at Stanford University, we did not realize the extent of

his involvement in California juvenile justice, both as a teacher of

many leading figures in juvenile corrections and a a lobbyist whose

opinions carried considerable weight with state legislators.
..--

.

For all that our research revealed about Terman's active role in

delinquency prevention, however, we found him to'be perhaps the least'

interesting of our seven authors on the links between prevention and

urban community. In his mature work, Terman presen an even mote

extieme case than Goddard of a scientist so committe the precise

detdxmination of inherited indiv?dual abilities that the social

determinants of group experience received almost no attention

whatsoever. Terman's meteoric rise to international'prominence froth

1916 onward was based almost entirely on the I.Q. score; he apparently

never saw much reason to analyze individual experience in social

context, even when trying to explain 'the causes of crime.

0.

0-41
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To many Modern-day critics of Terman's work and influence, none of

I

us, though, wag that the range of factors Terman considered important in

explaining children's behavior, including their antisocial behavior,

actually seemed to grow narrgwer as his career matured. Before he

bec.ame a true believer in "mental deficiency" as the prime cause of

juvenile delinquency and in the I.Q. as the best tool for diagnosing

"feeble-mindedness," his research interests had centered on broader

issues of physical and mental health in determining school success. He

had also been an avid proponent of a wide range of child-welfare

reforms. Health, nutrition, and even differences among teachers, he

argued early in his career as an assistant professor at Los Angeles

State NOrmal School (which later became UCLA); were crucial in

explaining differences in pupil achievement.

By the late 1910s, however, Terman had abandoned these views

entirely.. "All kinds of supposed causes of retardation are emphasized

except the one important cause--inferior mental ability," he wrote in

1919. "Assumptionfout the importance of physical defects, irregular

attendance, late entrance, overly'high standard--all emphasized by such

experts on school retardation as Leonard Ayres--are contradicted by the

findings of all who have investigated the subject by the use of mental'

tests."' Thus, Terman's growing faith in tests preempted his earlier

interest in the social sources of children',s failures and, perforce, in

the c mmunal context of delinquent behavior.

6 See, for example, Clarence Karier, Shaping the American
Educational State, New York: The'Free Press, 1975; and Stephen Gould,

The Mismeasure of Man, New York: Norton, 1981.

7 Lewis Terman, The Intelligence of School Children, Boston:
Houghton Miff1in,.1919, pp. 115-116.
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William Healy

:Our xesearch_on_W a : whocp

pioneerin studies of "the individual delinquent" made him easily the

preeminent scientific authority on the subject of delinquency
.

prevention, was unfortunately the leas; fruitful in generating either

new data or interpretations. The Judge Baker Foundation in Boston,

which Healy directed for more than a quarter-century, did not deposit

its records in the medical history archives of Harvard University in

time for us to'use them. Perhaps the most interesting result of our

extensive reading of Healy ( is that it led us to take issue with a

leading historical authority, David Rothman, whose book, Conscience and

Convenience; The Asylum and Its Alternatives in Progressive America

.
(1980), was published while our project was under way.'

Healy's ultimate research goal was to lay an empirical base for a

"science of conduct," or, as he also'phrased it, a science of

"characterology." He was equally committed to research on both the

causes and treatment of children's misbehavior. "The prime motive for

our research into beginning and causative factors we have ever felt to

be the establishment of scientific laws'of predictability bpon which all

sorts of treatment could be rationally planned," Healy insisted. "If

' We have no quarrel With Rothman's critique of Healy's early
classic volume, The Indiviglual Delinquent (1915), as the epitome of
aimless, atheoretical, ecrecflc empiricism, largely uninterpretable and
irrelevant to treatment. But,in books and articles published shortly
after The Individual Delinquent, Healy did, in fact, attempt to
incorporate Freudian theory to provide greater structure for his
research. Moreover, Healy was not the preeminent champion of juvenile
courts but, on the contrary, doubted their rehabilitative capacity.
Rothman leans too heavily on Healy to generalize about reformers'
beliefs. For elaboration, see Steven Schlossman, "Equity, Education,
and Individual Justice: The Origins of the Juvenile Court," Harvard
Educational Review, Vol. 52, February 1982, pp. 77-83.

1 1
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there is practical value in this deeper investigation it must w-

evidenced by positive, determinable, therapeutic results."'

In fact, though, Healy,devoted far more time to determining causal

sequences than to devising rehabilitative methods, on the assumption

that appropriate treatment would become apparent once patterns of

' causation were fully understood. Amid a wealth of detail, a few key

ideas stood out. Healy asserted over and over again that the causes of

*
delinquency were complex, and that the causes differed in every case.

He considered general theories of delinquency causation useless because

they downplayed individual differences and were imprecise in specifying

cause-effect relationships:

Nothing is shown by our data more convincingly than the
predictable inadequacy of social measures built upon
statistics and theories which neglect the fundamental fact of
the complexity of causation, determinable through study of the

individual case. Many of the works on social misconduct deal

with what is Often denominated 'general causation,' and

attempt to esrablish geographics, climatological, economic and

many other correlations. Much of this is interesting and even
seductive, intellectually, and it is true that there are some
relationships, such as that between alcoholism and crime, well
enough verified to justify social alteration. But that many

of these suggested correlations contain only half-truths, one
is conserained to believe after prolonged attempt to gather in
all available facts in many individual cases."

Healy was especially chagrined at the popular view that a simple,

predictable relationship existed between poverty and crime. This

viewpoint was, to him, pure sentimentalism: Social factors were

relevant to delinquency only in§ofar as they induced a particular mental

image in a youngster's mind that compelled his antisocial behavior. As

9 William Healy, The Individual-Delinquent, Boston: Lit9e, Brown,

1915, p. 15; William Healy, Mental Conflicts and Misconduct, Boston:
Little, Brown, 1917, p. 6.

10 Healy, The Individual Delinquent, p. 23.

-



Healy argued: verty, and crowded housing, and so on, by themselves

alone are not productive of crimimalism. It is only when these

conditions in turn produce suggestions, and bad habits of mind, and

mental imagery of low order Olat theItrouble in conduct ensues.11 As

Healy's research progressed in the pre- and post-World War I years, the

role of mental imagery grew more central, and the role of environmental

factors less so. Thus Healy--though not nearly as narrow .in his range

of concerns, or as fixed in his method of analysis as Goddard or

Terman--had little original co contribute to understanding of the

community's role.in causing or pfeventing delinquency. Healy centered

attention on the .treatment of the child in the artificial setting of the

psychological clinic; his goal was to cure sick children, not to

revitalize sick neighborhoods.

Analyses of the work of Goddard, Terman, and Healy Obviously did

little to buttress our hypothesis that delinquency prevention has been a

source of unusually creative thinking on the place of community in

modern-day urban America. Much more positive results came from our

inquiries into Lindsey, Eliot, Van Waters', and Thrasher.

Benjamin Lindsey

No concern was more central to Ben Lindsey, Denver's world-famous

juvenile court judge in the Progressive Era, than enhancing "community"

responsibility to promote optimal child development and thereby (he

felt) to prevent juvenile delinqu6ncy. At first glance, Lindsey

. perfectly exemplifies our central hypothesis on the significance of

delinquency prevention in American social thought. Lilfdsey was a

, prominent champion of citywide and nationwide campaigns to ensure clean

11 Ibid., p. 284. 6



government, to regulate child labor, to expand school-based social

servicgsf, and, overall, to vastly expand "communal" (i.e., governmental)

,
ihtervention into all phases of social life that directly affected

'But When-Lindsey argued-the need to revivalize "community,... .

he tended to refer less to particular neighborhood environments that

disproportionately bred juvenile delinquency than to cities and, indeed,

tp the nation as a whole. In this he was quite different from such

yelipally famous "child-savers" as Chicago's Jane Addams and New York's

-Lillian Wald. Lindsey's prime concern was,the "community" writ large,

hot specific local urbau neighborhoods.
r

Having said this, however, we must 6prrect a common historical

misconception about how Lindsey conceived of the juyenile court as an

aaency of delinquency prevention iwthe larger Denver community.-

Several of Lindsey's-contemporaries, jilr many later historians, accused

him of being a.supreme egotist who Aan a one-man show and assumed that

by force of his dominant personality'and boundless energy, he could make

the juvenile court a social panacea." Lindsey's methods and influence

over children in court were indeed unique, but itNis clear thatthe,

unlike many more conservative judges, viewed crime ind its prevention ag

a Communityw'ide responsibility and not the extlusive concern of courts

or police. The juvenile court would realize its promise, Lindsey

argued, only when it was integrally bound "into a system of co-operation

*between those forces dealing with the children in the City."" Or as he

argued be/ore the National Education Association in 1909: "All the

12 lost recently, David Rothman, Conscience and Convenience,

Boston: ittle, Brown, 1980, pp. 215, 240.

' '3 Ben Lindsey, "Saving the Citizenship of Tomorrow," Charities and
the Commons, Vol. 15, March 31906, p. 758.

1 .y
,
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courts or probation schemes on earth can never effectively correct the

faults of the child.as long as there remain the faults of those who deal

with children in homes, in schools, in neighborhooAr--ih the community

Lindsey's flair for the individually dramatic act 'should thus not

distract from the systematic interest he displayed in meshing the workma

of the court with that of a larger configiOn.of urban child-serving

institutions in Denver. Perhaps the truer view of Lindsey, we suggesc,

is that he actually attempted to exert a moderating influence over many

of his more narrowly focused followers, who did tend to view the

juvenile court by itself as a savior of children and a panacea for

juvenile crime. Lindsey's views on the links between delinquency and

community were complex and multifaceted, even if more general in nature

than'those of equally promineq_social reformers who lived in cities

4f
with more heterogeneous populations and starker slums than Denver's.

Thomas Eliot

Probably no one in the country was more knowledgeable than Thomas

Eliot about the opAxations of the juvenile justice system nationwide

between 1910 and 1940. Through his own research and the surveys he

conducted for the National Probation Association, Eliot attempted to. see

the. 'system whole and analyze its general'characteristics. To'be surer

Eliot was not a particularly skilled empiridal researcher. The data he

collecte0 were often superficial, he generally shunned statistical

analysis, and the..extent to which,he understood the operations of any

single juvenile justice system in depth was alWays.in doubt. Eliot's

24 Ben Lindsey, "The Child and the Communify," National Education
Association, Proceedings and Addresses, 1909, p. 742.

18
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forte lay instead in theory and criticism.. Sound social theory, he

insisted, should guide public policy, not, as was commonly the case,
/

polltics, convenience, historical accident, or sheer happenstance.

Eliot practiced what he preached. Throughout his career, he

leveled a wholesale attack on prevailing institutional arrangements in

juvenile justice--particularly ag-ihey overlapped with the

responsibilities of public -schoolsand he grounded his criticism in

contemporary theories of "social economy." As Eliot extrapolated from

these theories to advance a new agenda for public policy in delinquency

prevention, he developed many of the basic philosophic and

or.ganizational premises that underlay the movement in the 1960s for

"diversion" of youth from the juvenile jiistice system.

We initially expected Eliot to be the most intellectually exciting

of the thinkers we had selected to analyze in depth. We felt that his

work might well constitute the most systematic effort ever made in this

country to integrate programs in education and delinquency prevention to

-
form a comprehensive youth policy. After reading nearly all of Eliot's

published work, we have little reason to change this assessment. At the,

same time, however, we found him a far less complex and exciting thinker

than we had expected. That he used delinquency prevention as A

springboard for reassessing the nature of communal responsibility for

promoting optimal child-rearing is undeniable. His work-helps to

validate our central hypothe'sis very well. Yet, we somehow expected

more from Eliot and were disappointed by his failure as a mature scholar

to elaborate the innovative ideas on delinquency prevention he had

developed in his pioneering 1914 doctoral dissertation, The Juvenile

Court and the Community.
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Part of our disappointment stems from our knOwledge now that

Eliot's critical vantage point on the court was not quite as unique as

we had originally supposed. Previous cholars have assumed ,that virtual

consensus existed on the merits of juvenile courts from their creation

in 1899 until the 1960s and the Gault decision. In facl, Eliot's voice

was only one of many in a concerted critical evaluation by scholars and

civic leaders of court structure, organization, and practice in the

early 1900s. Indeed, Eliot's own Dean at Northwestern University,

Willard Hotchkiss, was one of the most prominent commentators on the

subject as a result of his work with the Citizens Committee to

Investagate the Juve'nile Court of Cook County, Chicago (1912).

More central to our disappointment, though, is our judgment that

Eliot's opinions early assumed a formulaic quality--once you learned his

basic line of argument, aS art,iculatel.CI in The Juvenile Court and th

Community, you knew fairly well everything he would say on the sub/ject

of delinquency prevention for the rest of his life. This redund ncy and

rigidity, we believe, derived from Eliot's lifelong inTatuation with

"social economy"--a Progressive Era invention wh academicized popular

t_

interest in "efficiency" and "scientific administ'ration".and attempted

to garner for itself the intellectual prestige lOng assbcia ed with the

discipline of political economy. "Soeial.ecónomy," Eliot/argued,

,
stressed the rational distribution of municipal institutorkol .

L

responsibilities along lines of maximum efficiency rat er than, as was

generally.the case in major cities, inherited practi e or.political
I

chicanery. "Social economy" embodied the period's ragmatic faith dn

function over form and drew its devotees into all vatiety of urban

reform campaigns in the early 20th century.
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Eliot early became a doctrinaire advocate of "social economic"

theory to guide'policy and practice in delinquency prevention. As he

stated time and again, his prime interest was "the economizing of social

resources,
,,

and his approach was unalterably "functional." Social

economists considered "agencies as instruments or means, not'as ends"

and viewed "social structures [as] merely tools or channels for social

functions." To further distinguish his aPproach to municipal welfare

from that of amateur social reformers, Eliot elaborated the worldview he

and other "social economists" shared.:

As humanitarian he may pity misery and seek to relieve it; b'ut
as economist he views maladjustment as waste: waste of
energy, waste of money,.waste of human material. He asks how
social resources May be more effectively deployed to reduce
these wastes; or how they occur, that he may see how they may
be prdvented. He observes the trends of previous activities,
strives to control them by warning or encouragement. He

-1
subjects social welfare to a sort of job analysis: what fs
there to be done, what is there to do it with, and what
agencies can best do it or do it best.15

. This approach may have convinced Eliot that his work was truly
I.

scientific, but at a cost, in our judgment, of promoting rather

abstraCt, airy, and canned recommendations for actually improving ,

practice.

In a nutshell, Eliot's argument was grandly simple: "Juvenile

. courts should not themselves carry on the treatment of children," he

stated plainly, to the consternation of probation officers. "The

educational system should be conceived as including all special efforts

to educate or reeducate and rehabilitate the unusual or maladjusted--

15 Thomas Eliot, "Case Work Functions and Judicial Functions:
Their Coordination," National Probation Association, ?earbook, Vol. 31,
1937, pp. 252-253.
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from the superior to the imbecile, from the too.docile to the neurotic

or delinquent."' Insisting that an unfortunate stigma invariablY

attached to a1,1' children who appeared in juvenile courts, he called for

the abolishment of those courts and the assumption of all their

treatment responsibilities by the public schools. Schools rather than

courts, he urged, should be the repository of the state's equity power

over children in need of special, extraparental care. The school should

be viewed'as every community's social service institution par

excellence, dispensing educational case work" and "educational group

work" to children and their families as needed. What Eliot meant by

these terms neiier became very clear, but he remained startlingly

confident that scientific knpwledge and techniques already existed to

dispense these services, that schools would easily be able to administer

them, and that communities would readily accept their broadened

responsibilities in the area of delinquency prevention.

For Thomas Eliot, in sum, delinquency prevention served as a

starting point for expanding and reorganizing urban institutions in

dramatic ways, all built on a foundation of scientific expertise. In

retrospect, the scientific base upon which Eliot proposed to build

"educational case wQrk" and "educational group work" appears a good deal

less substantial than he thought it was. Nonetheless,-Eliot remains of

interest to us as a representative of a broader group of thinkers who

increasingly turned to institution$ other than social control agencies

to innovate in the field of delinquency prevention. For Eliot,

delinquency prevention did indeed.it-rve as a springboard for redefining

the nature of urban communal responsibility for youth.

16 Thomas Eliot, "Should Courts Do Case Work?," vey, Vol. 60,

September 15, 1928, p. 601.
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Miriam Van Waters
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Along with Ben Lindsey, Miriam Van Waters became rather infamous in

the 1920s for her frank discussions of the "new morality" among youth,

espec4elly among female adolescents. Later in her life, she achieved a

certain notoriety again, as the controversial superintendent of a

women's prison in Framingham, Massachusetts. Van Waters' interest to

...-

us, though, lies primarily in the writings that flowed from her work in

the 1910s and 1920s as a social worker in Boston, a judge of the

juvenile court in Los Angeles, Ad a superintendent of a model

reformatory for "predelinquents," El Retiro, in California. Her

a

writings constitute one of the few sustained efforts to explain

distinctive problems in girls' transition to adulthood and to explore

the relation of major economic,.social, and cultural changes in the
,

early 20th century to perceived increases in female delinquency.

Unlike-Ben Lindsey,.Van Waters placed, great faith in the power of

new discoveries in the therapeutic sciences--especially psychiatry and

clinical psychlology, which she grouped together under the rubric of
-

nmental hygiene
ft

--to treat and, ultimately, to generate principles to

eradicate delinquency from modern society. And, unlike Thomas Eliot,

she retained great faith in juvenile courts as institutions to

rehabilitate delinquents and educate the public on the range of its

responsibilities totArd youth. So, for example, she described the

juvenile courts as "the instrument which the state has created to fulfill

the duties of socialized parenthood....like a super-parent, it can

obtain obedience of child and community. The instrument it uses is

knowledge, rather than force."17 Van Waters' faith in appliedr
17 Youth in Conflict, New York: Republic Publishing Co., 1925, pp.

11, 46.

.."
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scientific knowledge was virtually unbounded:

We must in truth turn to science for our
deliverance....Science, with all its miscakes and false
values, still remains the,:fittest instrument with which to
delve into secrets of human behavior. It alone possesses.

requisite impqrsonallty and far-sightedness: advance cannot
be made by sconce, however, until the public mind is prepared
to face the truth without fear. In the meantime there will be

increasing conflict."

In discussing the sources, nature, and possible Temedies for

"i easing conflict," Van Waters addressed the issue of community

r onsibility in novel wlays. While she, like Lindsey, blamed lax

enforcement of laws and i dequate, selfish parents for much delinquent

conduct, she placed equal responsibility on broader cultural changes

(particularly in sexual mores) over which no individual could easily

exert control. Modern-day juvenile delinquency (including teenage

sexual improprieties), she ultimately concluded, reflected the values of

a mechanized, consumption-oriented, business-dominated society which

idolized wealth, leisure, and comfort and ignpred children's needs for

love, play, and meaningful integration into the social and economic life

"of the adult community. Her social critique often sounded radical

indeed: "Many evils from which youth suffers 1n.the industrial world

are so enshrined in our economic civilization that to remove them would
*

be to rebuild it entirely," she wrote. "Profit-economy would have to be

replaced by a system based on respect for human life."' To prevent

delinquency,.she went on, would require both vast expanslon of the

state's power to intervene in family affairs and

IS Ibid., p. 283.
19 Ibid., p. 122.
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a radical adjustment of public opinion. Certain homes we now
break up would be subsidized by the state; certain very
respectable homes, undoubtedly, would have to be smashed for
the good of the children. Some parents would be locked up for
life, many schools 'put out of commission, innumerable new
institutions built tojiouse trouble_-makers, and many present
inmates of institutions taken out.2°

To these sweeping suggestions for ch4ige, Van Waters added a host

of more specific, proximate, and politically viable recommendations,

such as the establishment of special bureaus in schools to treat

childhood "maladjustments," sex-education programs, careful placement of

foster children, and expansion of church and business interest in child

welfare. More oontroversially, she called for the creation of community

committees to persuade newspaper 'editors to eliminate "lurid stories of

crime, sex-delinquencies, divorce and personal scandal" and to delete

stories of "lust, blood, robbery and other anti.-social impulses. 1,21

While Van Waters' ideas applied to both males and females, she

centered her professional life on delinquent girls, the great majority

of whose "crimes" involved sexual misconduct. Changing cultural

standards, she believed, affected girls' behavior--and societal

perceptions of their behavior--more than boys', because more riiid

social ankmoral codes had historically applied to girls. Van Waters

did not advocate radical reshaping of gender roles. She did insist,

however, that it was as natural for adolescent girls as for boys to

experience sexual desire and to indulge in sexual experimentation. "A

generation or two ago [the adolescent girl] would have been flirting,

more or less innocently, at husking parties and church socials," Van

20 Ibid., p. 176.
21 Ibid., pp. 274-275.
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Waters observe "The automobile, modern hotel and city'have merely

1enlarged her opportunities./22 While Van Waters did not condone teenage

sexual-promiscuity, shd suggested that the teenagers''!'fun" attitude

,toward'Se;c might "be less harmful than that Of some of their critics."23

"She: also insisted that social ostraoism of Axually precocious girls Was,

unrealistic and self-defedting. Her tolerance of teenage sexual

transgressions seems striking even today, as do the sensitive,

nonpunitive means she employed to deal with them in her capacities as

juvenile court judge and correctional institution superinteAdent:

[Sexual] lapses which occur for the most part,are caused y
ignorance or lack of clear ideas and standards. Such
offenddrs are benefited enorbously by SiMple, understanding
treatment, promptly adminis.tered....No matter what the offense
has been, unless there-is a danger of physical infection, or
it I-;as been the decision of court to remove the xoung person
from the tommunity should he'or she be excluded from schoo1.24

dr' short, Van Waters''numerous popular writings go far to con.firm

dur hypothesis that delinquency prevention served as a springboard for

original thinking on the contours of communal responsibility for you h

in theearly.pOth century.

41/0

Frederic Thrasher

Of the seven individuals we investigated, Frederic Thrasher was by

far the most enigmatic,in botb his.P6fessional career and intellectual

development. We did not initially 'plan to search for original archival

data on Thrasher, but in the course of pursuing other research, we

located a substantial.set of his Personal papers. We can now pinpOint

,
re.

Ibid., pp. 31-32:
23 pp. 46-47. .ft
24 Ibid:, pp. 109-110.
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in detail the history of a fascinating delinqqpncy prevention evaluation

which Thrasher 'directed in New York in the 1920s and 1930s ond which

focused on the impact of a famous boys' club in East Harlem on juvenile

crime rates. Suffice it to say that various tragedies befell the

evaluation, and that monitoring the project exacted enormous emotional

and health costs for Thrasher. The entire episode marks a unique event

of general interest in the history of applied social science research. 25

Our comments on Thrasher's intellectual contribution will be brief,

inasmuch as his work on delinquency prevention incorporated many of the

premises we have examined in a related essay."

Iake his prime mentor at the University of Chicago, sociologist

Ernest Burgess, Thrasher emphasized that delinquency was a social, not

an individual or ethnic/racial phenomenon. Its roots lay in the

particular forms of social organization--or, rather, disorganization--

that characterized communal life in urban slums ("interstitial areas").

To cope with social disorder in the slum, Thrasher argued, children and

young adults formed gangs. Ganis satisfied basic human needs-i,the need

for friendship and the need to have a sense of control over one's-daily

environment--as well as 'serving the purpOses of self-defense and
*

criminal activity. Thrasher insisted that within the context of the

slum communities, delinquency and gang membership were normal, the end

products of socialization in deviant communal values. The slum itself

was crimogenic; to prevent delinquency, new values and new sources of

moral authority were necessary to supplant delinquent behavior codes.

25 Because of the highly sensitive nature of the data, however, we
have chosen not to report our findings in full.until we have the
opportunity to discuss the data with Thrasher's former colleagues and,'
if possible, with surviving family members.

26 Steven Schlossman and Michael Sedlak, The Chicago Area Project
Revisited, The Rand Corporation, N-1944-NIE, January 1983.'
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Clearly, Thrasher linked delinquency to theories of urban community

in novel ways. His classic,book, The Gang (1927), represented a major

contribution to early 20th century socfal thought. None of this is

_particularly surprising, given what scholars already know'about the

unique contriiputions of members of the Chicago School of Sociology."

Most interes'ting to us, though, were, first, how Thrasher's views

embodied tensions in the ideology of applied social science to an

extreme; and second, certain differences between how Thrasher and

Burgess applied the Chicago School's perspective to concrete social

action in the field of delinquency prevention.

,Ernest Burgess was closely involved with Clifford Shaw in

sponsoring the Chicago Area Project, an innovative, community-based

delinquency prevention experiment begun in three high-crime Chicago

communities in tfte early 1930s." Though Burgess insisted that his main

role was that of a scientist seeking to elaborate, refine, and apply his

general social theories, he openly allied himself with the causes of

diverse popular reform organizations in Chicago, including the

controversial Area Project. Like Burgess, Thrasher worked closely with

various social reform organizations in New Yor\ (after he left Chicago

to become professor of educational sociology at New York University).

..

Much moie obtrusively than his mentor, however, Thrasher made a fetish

of his purported objectivity and lack of interest in or bias toward the

outcomes of reform'efforts. "It is better to understand the world just

I
27 See Robert Faril, Chicago Sociology: 1120-1932, Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, 1967; and James.C2-rey, Sociology And Public

Affairs: The Chicago School, Beverly Hills, California: Sage

Publications, 1975.
28 Schlossman and Sedlak, The Chicago Area Project Revisited.
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)now than to reform it," he commented: "Science cannot be moralistic."2'

In his writings in the 1930s, Thrasher insisted on his Olympian

scientific objectivity to the point of self-caricature, viewing as

mutually exclusive attitudes and roles which Burgess saw as perfectly

compatible in scholars' efforts to apply social science knowledge in the,

real world.

Not unrelated were the differences that separated Thrasher from

Burgess in their approaches to community organization as a strategy of

delinquency prevention. Both emphasized the need for coordinated

community action as the key to eradicating crime in slum neighborhoods.

Thrasher, however, pinned his hopes primarily on the services that

coordinated professional social agencies could provide slum youth,

whereas Burgess, like Shackr, stressed the self-help, voluntaristic,

explicitly anti-professional ethos of the Chicago Area Project. In

retrospect, Thrasher seems to have been less of an archetypal

representative of the Chi.cago School of Sociology than historians have

credited him with being.

These points notwithstanding, our research on Frederic Thrasher

clearly confirms the thrust of gur central hypothesis and has resulted

in the discovery of unique data which promise to add significantly to

knowledge.on the history of applied, social science research.

Concluding Comments

Our collective biographical inquiry has provided evidence for and

against our central hypothesis concerning the contributions of

commentators on delinquency prevention to American social thought in the

29 "The Study of the Total Situation," Journal of Educational
Sociology, Vol. 1, June 1928, p. 606.
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early 20th ce'ntury. Goddard, TerMan, and Healy had llttle to say on the

.

links between delinquency and urban community, whereas Lindsey, Eliot,
r

Van Waters, and Thrasher--each in very different wa'ys--had a great deal

to say. Where does one go next to "testi the hypothesis?

We suggest that future research should nter not on writers of

renown, but on the hundreds of anonymous civic leaders who tpearheaded

neighborhood campaigns in the 1920s and 1930s to combat juvenile crime,

mainly as participants in the so-called "coordinating council movement,"

but also independently, in response to wholly local experiences and'

sentiments. At present, policy analysts know virtually nothingabout

these innovative popular responses to 'perceived "crime waves" in the

interwar decades. But we suspect that in the process of galvanizing

local support for anti-crime activities, civic leaders in cities large

and small were compelled to rethink the nature of public responsibility

toward youth. We further suspect that these efforts 'resulted, with

varying degrees of suocess, in a number of social inventions for youth

whi.ch have since disappeared. Future investigations of these forgotten
c

civic crusades should do much to enhance our understanding of how

delinquency prevention contributed to.a broader "search for community"

in early 20th century urban America.

i

,

,.

i,
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A
II. STATE POLICY IN DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

This section ,synthesizes the main findings of an inquiry into the

emergence of state policy in delinquency prevention in the early 20th

century. Our focus was on California and, very selectively, on Ohio.

We examined three institutional expressions of growing governmental

Imterest in delinquency prevention: (1) attempts to revamp California's_

reformatory for boys at Whittier in order to rehabilitate delinquents

more effectively than was done in the 19th century; (2) attempts to do

the same in California's reformatoiy for girls at Ventura; and (3) the

establishment in both California and Ohio of state-sponsored research

bureaus to analyze the,causes of delinquency andto recommend measures

for prevention and treatment. A fourth area of inquiry, the

establishment of stqte-sponsored programs in parent education to combat

childhood "maladjustments," proved impcsible to investigate because of

a lack of suitable data.1

There is no scholarly publication that adequately portrays the

origin and development of any of these institutions. Indeed, most

scholars, policymakers, and practitioners in California' tend to assume

that state governmental interest in delinquency prevention emerged only

after the creation in 1941 of the California Youth Authority. Until

that time, it is widely believed, the state's correctional facilities

for youth had pursued purely punitive goals.2 Our research demonstrates

1 We documented this diificulty periodically during the study; we
.still find it hard to,believe that all pertinent records were destroyed.

2 See, for example, Jane Bolen, "The California Youth Authority:
1941-1971. Structure, Policies and Priorities," Doctoral dissertation,
University of Southern California, 1972.

31
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that these assumptions are simply mistaken (although, of course, the

content of state efforts in delinquency prey on did change in the

intervening decades).

While we uricovered a wealth of new data on each institution, we

were able to find precious little information on daily operational

realities or the results of therapeutic efforts.3 Nonetheless, the data

are more than adequate to retrace broad outlines of early state policies

and thereby to place modern-day efforts (or the lack thereof) in sharp

perspective. Brief synopses of our major findings follow.

The Whittier State School for Boys and
the California State School for Girls

Our study of early 20th century correctional institutions in

California is particularly intriguing because it reveals that what

prevention theorists today label, somewhat begrudgingly, "tertiary

prevention" was then considered very much in the vanguard of "secondary

prevention. This was certainly not the case eVerywhere in the country.'

A strong anti-institutional flavor characterized most public commentary

on'the treatment of delinquents in the Progressive Era. But the widely

publicized innovations in juvenile corrections in California played a

significgnt role, in our judgment, in revitalizing confidence elsewhere

in the capacity ofocorrectional institutions tp rehabilitate

delinquents--indeed, in their language, to "prevent" the emergence of

criminal careers if antisocial children could be identified and

incarcerated early enough.'

3 These are common dificulties in research on institutional

history. For attempts to overcome them, see Gerald Grob, The State and

the Mentally In, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,

1966; and Steven Schlossman, Love and the American Delinquent, Chicago:

The University of Chicago Press, 1977.
4 David Rothman deals with the reemergence of optimism regarding

32
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We examined data on the period from approximately.1890 to 1930 for

bothsthe Whittier State School fOr Boys and the California State SChool
c,

for Girls. The principal focus, however--due to variations in strength

of available data--is on the years 1912 to 1920, when the most

Substantial innovations in both institutions took place.
-

The infusion of preventive aims and new treatment methods into the

Whittier State School was part of a larger effort by the.recently

elected, reform-minded Governor Hiram Johnson to both humanize and make

more "efficient" all state functions. Under Johnson's prodding, most of

the reformatory staff was removed in 1912 and replaced by a new staff

headed by Superintendent Fred Nelles, an idealistic young Canadian

businessman who had been persuaded to give up a profitable business

career in order to work with delinquent bOys (much"as William "Big

Daddy" George, founder of the George Junior Republic, had done two

decades earlier). Nelles and his staff literally rebuilt the facility

from the bottom up in order to make its architectural format compatible

with his treatment aims. Nelles eliminated brutal punishments from the

institutidh's daily regimen, changed the program emphasis from make-
,

work and institutional maintenance to academic and especially vocational

education, recruited psychologists and psychiatrists for treatment

advice, employed social workers to inquire i
1
nto inmates' eventual return

to the community, and incorporated inmate self-governance into the

institution in order to build a spirit of "citizen participation."

In short, Nelles introduced into the reformatory 'many of the aims

and methods associated at the time with the "progressive education"

juvenile reformatories in the Progressive Era (Conscience end
Convenience, Chap. 8).

33g.
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movement in the public schools / To him, the reformatory was providing

specaal education for unusua needy "students," not punishing legally

processed criminals Under his direction Wiittier State School inmates

competed in athletics anc visited regularly pn a social basis tkith local

public school students./ Nelles' tonception of Whittier was that of a

"24-hour schoOl" for nfortunate youths. Confident that Whittier was

serving preventive oals, he strongly encouraged the legislatura to

ltheralize'commit ent procedures in order to admit "predelinquents," and

to tighten proc dures so that boys who were either "mentally defective"

or confirmed young criminals would be sent elsewhere. A "purified"

clientele, We felt, was essential,to fulfill the state government's

objectir/ f transforming the Whittier School from a punitive into a

prevent ve institution.

e transformation of the Calif)rnia School for,Girls was in some

way more dramatic, in other ways less so. Since the opening of the

W ittier State School in 1891, girl and boy delinquents had been housed

the same facility--rigidly separated, of course, butnlonetheless

under the same management: This situation displeased many prominent

women in Los Angeles, who argued that girl delinquents' distinctive

problems were being overlooked by the all=male staff, that the nature of

most-female delinquencies (sex offenses) required the complete isolation

of the girl delinquents from all contact with males, and that the

institutions' male board of trustees was incapable of presenting the

girls' needs adequately to the state legilature. Their pleas went

unheeded, however, until Hiram Johnson became Governor. Shortly

thereafter, a separate, autonomous, all-female board of trustees and a

woman superintendent were appointed to oversee the4girl delinquents, and ,
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the section of the Whittier School that housed the girls was renamed the

Californla School for Girls. Three years and much politicking later,

the girl delinquents were finally removed from Whittier to their own

facility in Ventura, Vuilt in accordance4with the most "progressive"

architectural principles so as to enhance "motherly" relations between

the inmates and their caretakers.

For all the changes that occurred ill the treatment of girl

delinquents in California, however, much also remained the same. While

the evidence is not as precise as we would like, it seems clear that

fewer efforts were actually made in Ventura than in Whittier to

reeducate and retrain the girls for productive occupational futures. It

was assumed that if the girls did not marry and become full-time

homemakers after leaving the institution, they would enter domestic

work, and therefore little vocational preparation--other than practice

at institutional upkeep--was necessary. Fewer efforts were also

employed at Ventura to allow the girls to practice self-governance, or

to integrate them into the social activities of girls in nearby public

schools. Fear of "contamination" very much characterized the Ventura.

staff and administration (and doubtless, too, those who ran public

schools in the vi rty). The best thing the facility could do for the

girls to prevent future misconduct, it would seem in practice, was to

0

keep them wholly isolated from boys and under close female watch until

they became old enough to marry.5

Thus, the introduction of "progressive," preventive ideals into

California juvenile corrections appeared to change policies and programs

5 Our findings in California fit nicely into the broader context
sketched in Steven Schlossman and Stephanie Wallach, "The Crime of
Precocious Sexuality: Female Juvenile Delinquency in the Progressive
Era," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 48, February 1978, pp. 65-94.
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for girls a good deal less substantially than for boys. Nonetheless, it

seems clear that the state of California did make a concerted effort to

transform punitive institutions into rehabilitative institutions foy

both boy and girl delinquents in the early 20th'century. The extent to

which these efforts were representative of broader trends in state

policies throughout the codntry can only be determined through further

research.

The California Bureau of :Juvenile Research
and the Ohio Bureau of Juvenile Research

The California Bureau of Juvenile Research (1915-1941), housed for':`

17 years at the Whittier State School and for short periods, at the

University of Southern California, Claremont College, and Stanford

University, was one of three pioneering efforts by states in pre-World

War I America to utilize new social science knowledge to reshape social

policy for youth, especially delinquents (the other experiments were in

Ohio and Michigan). Curiously, the very existence of the BUreau seems

to have been forgotten, even by authorities in the California Youth 6

Authority, who took over and expanded upon many of the responsibilities

that the Bureau had long exerCised. Our research on the Bureau broke

down into two key periods, 1915-1923 and 1929-1937% ' In this study, our

focus is on the former period, which parallels the years of greatest

interest to us concerning the Ohio Bureau of Juvenile Research.
C.

Social policy for delinquent youth in the period before and after

World War I was dominated by two concerns: first, the scientific

identification of "defective" inmates for whom there was no reasonable

chance of rehabilitation, and second, the scientific diagnosis and

classification of inmates whose antisocial behavior pattern was
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considered to be remediable. The work of the California Bureau of

Juvenile Research was crucial to Nelles' attempt to make Whittier's

mission "preventive." Only by eliminating inmates identified as

constitutionally "defective" from Whittier's care and transferring them

to, appropriate custodial facilities could his "progressive" educational

ideas be implemented for all remaining inmates. Only by clarifying the

nature of each boy's difficulty and individualizing treatment, Nelles

believed, could the institution truly be said to to be serving the cause

of prevention rather than punishment.

Under the direction of J. Harold Williams, a leading proponent of

mental and personality tests and a student of Lewis Terman, the Bureau

of Juvenile Research worked diligently to help Nelles achieve his goals.

At the same time, it initiated a broader program of research on youth

development designed, ideally, to guide state policy in public

education. We shall not attempt to describe in detail the Bureau's

work; suffice it to say that the Bureau appeared to be a good deal more

effective in isolating "defective" inmates for transfer from Whittier

than in diagnosing the source of behavior problems in the remaining

inmates, in prescribing effective plans for treatment, or in generating

a new, scientific knowledge base to guide broader educational policies.'

6 In its second most active period, 1929-1937, the Bureau was under
the leadership of another Terman student, Norman Fenton. By the time

Fenton took over, the notion of preventing delinquency by
institutionalizing all of the nation's "feeble-minded" was fairly well

discredited. Fenton thus discarded this Bureau senvice (although he did
make final decisions as to which inmates at the various state facilities
were so severely retarded by inheritance ,that, because their offspring

represented a future public danger, they should be sterilized). Soon

after taking over the Bureau, however, Fenton came to believe that the
organization could serve the state more effectively by teaching local

.

communities, especially personnel in public schools, how to incorporate
the latest behavioral science knowledge on "mental hygiene" into their

educational and social service programs. He therefore-moved the Bureau

3 7
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As in its sister institution in California, concern the OhiO

....--

Bureau of Juvenile Research (1914-1930) was focused prim rily on

inherited "mental defect" as the most fundamental causr of juvenile

delinqu'ency. True, the Bureau's first director, Tho as Haines--formally

trained as both a physician and a psychologist--was equally comfortable

with clinical and experimental research, and, muc more than his ,

California counterparts, he devoted serious att tion to development of

new therapies. Further, the Bureau in Ohio ha broader administrative

responsibilities vis-a-vis the state's entir network of

c

custodial/rehabilitative facilities than the California Bureau,

where J. Harold Williams focused his atte tion primarily on the

youngsters in the state reformatory for us'. Nonetheless, in both

2 states the main impetus for research w s the a priori assbmp'tion that

bidlogy held the key to delinquency revention and that mental tests

provided the simplest, quickest, 1 ast expensive, and most reliable

means to identify "mental defecti es" (by definition, potential

delinquents).

Thus, the focus of Haines research, not unlike Williams', was on
)

testing inmate populations f r evidence of "feeble-mindedness." "Such

use of science," he confid ntly predicted, "will enable us to correct

social, biologic, and eco omic conditions, which are producing anti-

-

out of the Whittier S ate School and housed it in several different
universities. Most his effort, though, went into traveling from
locality to locality demonstrating the principles of "mental hygiene,"
urging community le ders to adopt them, and teaching key individuals
about optimal methods of implementation--all, of course,.in the name of
delinquency preve tion. Though a Terman student, Fenton's knowledge
base was actuall drawn more from.the dynamic psychology of such
pioneers in chi guidance and orthopsychiatry as Thomas Salmon, William

` Healy, Bernard lueck, and Lawson LowreY.
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s -ial acts, and thus prevent the occurrence of the anti-social

behaVior." On a grander.scale, he urged the state to support social

surveys of the population throughout the country "so as to map out the
P.+

tainted stocks."

Haines was never given the funds or staff to carry out the Bureau's

full eandate. He could only conduct surveis of inmates of state

institutions, write up his results, and make policy recommendations.

Eventually he,found his position tiresome, and he resigned late in 1916.

The Bureau's directorship went unfilled for over a year. But in

1917with, a promise from ihe Goveinor that he would receive

unprecedented levels of financial support--Henry Goddard, the nation's

leading eugenicist, agreed to leave his New Jersey post and replace

Haines in Ohio.

ahree themes domlnated Goddard's administration of the Bureau of

Juvenile Research from 1917 to 1921. First, in his initial years in

office Goddard did indeed receive additional funds (though not nearly

what he had been promised), and the Bureau'substantiall9 expanded its

activities. In practice, it served as both a filtering system for the

state's institu onal system as a whole and as a site for conducting

individual examinations, therapy, and systematic research on select

delinquent, mentally ill, and mentally retarded juveniles. Juvenile

courts and social agencies throughout the state now sent youngsters in

serious trouble directly to the Bureau before recoMmending placement

elsewhere.

7 Thomas Hain , "The Feeble-Minded Situation in Ohio," Ohio
Bulletin of Charities and Corrections, Vol. 23, 1917, p. 35.

' Thomas Haines, "The6'hio Plan for the Study of Delinquency,"
4 Popular Science Monthly, Vol. 86,,1915, p. 580.
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'Second, Poddard's 4periences at the Bureau provided the impetus'

for his ecision to abandon biological explanation,as the key to

undystanding juvenile delinquency (see the earlier discussion of

Goddard). In this he was strongfy influenced by the pioneering clinical

Teseach of his colleague at the Bure (also a former student of G.

Stanley Hall), Florence Mateer. Goddard's experiences with a wi,der

range of troubled youth thanhe had previously dealt.witli convince& him,

like Mateer,, that psychopathology, not inferior inheritance, yas the

S.*

principal cause of delinquency. The success or failure'of delinquency'

0
prevention efforts in the future, he argued in the 1920s and after,

would hinge on the development of appropriate psychiatric remedies.

r
Third, Goddard's tenure was controversial trom the beginningl but

1114.'
4

especially aftdr it was revealed, in the pollitically and fiscally

conservative atmosphere of the.early 1920s, that he was the highest paid

government official in the state. The Bureau under Goddard created

enemies on several fronts, not only in the economy-minded legislature

A
but also among the directors of many state.institutions. These

individuals resented Goddard's (and especially Mateer's) attempts to

centralize decisionmaking on diagnosis, treatmept strapgies, and

placement of alf inmates in gtate institutions' (in part, these conflidts
A

stemmed from different disciplinary orientationsGoddard and, MateerA 4

were psychologists, while most of their critics werephysicians).,

Whatev'er the sources of conflict, by the early 1920s, Goddard found

hims,61f occupied mOre with politics than ith scientific. research.

Though he remained ve(ry enthusiastiC about the Bureau's potential

,--ikaat.ributions to Ielinquency prevention add publicized its achievements

4

4
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in his book, Juvenile Delinquency (1921), he had little choice but to

resign after the legislature cut his salary in half and to accept an

academic appointment at Ohio State University. Shortly after Goddard's

resignation in Ohio, intefestingly enough, the California Bureau of

Juvenile Research also began to come under attack from a similarly

conservative, budget-conscious legislature, forcing the resignation of

its director, J. Harold Williams (who then became a profegsor at UCLA).

Concluding Comments

Beyond the wealth of detail we have uncovered and synthesized on

the origins of state initiatives in delinquency prevention, perhaps the

most signiffCant contribution of our history is the reminder it provides

of -howcid-fi-i-cult--it i-s -to- -trans-1ate -soientif-i-GIca9w-ledge into- social

policy'and concrete action. Recognition of this fundamental point has

been largely absent in the writings of recent historians of education

and the social sciences, who stress how readily new knowledge was

incorporated into governmental policies and programs in the Progressive

Era. Their focus has been disproportionately on the intellectual

origins of new scientific viewpoints, not on the critical process of

implementation. Between the intentiorAo implement delinquency

prevention as a strictly scientific process and the reality of the daily

routines of institutional life in California and Ohio fell a shadow that

has darkened relationships among social and behavioral scientists,

administrators, and elected public officials ever since. In this case,

history provides a,prototypical example of conflicts that remain at the

heart of most inquiries on the future of applied social research.

S.


